
Photography Class 101:  Photo Basic Equipment:  DSLR, Mirrorless Cameras 

Class Itinerary: 6 hours of instruction separated into 3 individual classes. ( 2 hr days) & hands 
on application practicing what is taught and building upon each concept learned. Handouts will 
be given for students to use while working. 
 
Goal of Instruction: For each student to understand how the camera functions, executing that 
understanding and to create images that the student desires to produce - Feeling comfortable 
behind the camera and Enjoying the art of Photo Making 
 

                    Content 
 
Day ONE  
1) Exposure: Basic element of photography - brightness / darkness -  match what your eye sees 
2) Understanding the camera dials that change the exposure / Cheat Sheet for exposures 
( Learning the art of Exposure) 
3) Subject Matter, Personal View, End Goal in Mind 
 
Day Two: 
1)  Relationship between Shutter, Aperture and ISO 
2) Deciding on what is best look for the subject you are shooting and setting ISO ( sensitivity to 
light setting )  
3)Focus relationship between F Stop &  Depth of Field - How and What Subject 
 
Day Three: 
1)Composition and Subject  go hand in hand 
2)Shooting Horizontal , Shooting Vertical 
 
**** Assignments to work will be given to build on what is understood in class****  
 
Things that will be great to have when shooting: Tripod, Notebook, Cleaning cloth for lens 
*****Limited to up to 3-4 students per class time***** 
 
 
MOST IMPORTANT: YOUR CAMERA BATTERY SHOULD BE FULLY CHARGED UP PRIOR 
TO COMING! 
 
                                                                                                         CLASS FEE $ 150 cash 
 
                                Craig Macaluso Photographer / Instruction /  Education 



 
 
 
 
 


